
Acceptance & Submission Guidelines - Toys 



Premium Positioning
Toys

Potential buyers come to Catawiki looking for 
special and rare toys. 

Our in-house experts select every piece 
for our auctions, ensuring they are of
premium quality, display worthy and are 
presented in the best possible way.

We do this because we aim to keep our bidders 
excited, allowing them to find the pieces they’re 
interested in and ensure our sellers have great 
selling experiences.

At Catawiki we auction 

toys of premium quality 

which are hard to find and appealing 
to passionate toy enthusiasts and 
collectors.



At Catawiki, we move constantly forward. Our positioning is evolving to a strong premium segment which 
opens more opportunities for success for us and for you.

From the 14 million visitors that come to our platform every month, we gain valuable information on what 
they are passionate about and what they prefer to buy.
With your help, we want to make sure we continuously meet this demand and offer the special objects 
that our growing number of bidders are excited about and want to buy.

In these guidelines, we’ve defined what the special pieces are that bidders look for in our Toy auctions. 
We’ll also state what we require from you to successfully place them in auction. These guidelines serve 
to create a level playing field between all our sellers.

We will be happy to make room in our auctions for your lots that meet this high quality demand, and we 
will aim to shape ourselves to better fit you.
Our experts and account managers will be fully supporting and guiding you for success on Catawiki.

Thank you for being with us on this exciting journey!

Public information



Product Guidelines
For our auctions we seek and select collectable toys that 
are:

● from a list of reputable and desirable makers

● no longer widely available in retail 

● in generally good condition 

● offered in economically attractive, collector-worthy 
lots worth at least €50 

At Catawiki’s Toy auctions we offer Lego, good 
quality vintage toy model cars, dolls and bears, 
iconic toys, movie merchandise and military 
miniatures

which are appealing to passionate enthusiasts 
and collectors.



Collectable toys that are no longer widely available

Lots with a mix of loose items from 
different brands or model types are 
generally not interesting for collectors.

✓

Decorative items, cast iron money banks/toys, 
modern and widely available copies of older 
tin toys are not suitable for our auctions.

● We are looking for antique or collectable tin toys and mechanical wind-up toys as 
well as all types of models from Dinky Toys, Corgi, Lesney and Matchbox.

✓

X



Collectable toys that are no longer widely available
For our Doll & Bear auctions, we seek collectable and antique:

● dolls 
● Barbie dolls 
● stuffed animals and teddy bears 
● dollhouses and dollhouse furniture 

Unbranded and mass produced toys 
are not considered collectable

X
✓



Collectable toys that are no longer widely available

X
✓

Duplo or a mix of Lego and non-Lego items 
are generally not interesting for collectors 
and not suitable

For our dedicated Lego auction, we look for: 

● Lego sets, 100% made by or from real Lego bricks, preferably coming with original packaging



Collectable toys that are no longer widely available
For our dedicated Trading Cards & Panini auction, we seek:

● rare and uncommon trading cards and games, (original sealed) boxes, complete albums and sticker sets 

● cards that are made by collectable and sought after brands such as Panini, TOPPS, Rittenhouse Archives, 
Upper Deck, Inkworks, Cryptozoic, Artbox and Wizards of the Coast

X
Novelty trading cards currently available 
from supermarket chains, Impel or Skybox 
are not suitable for our auctions

✓



Examples of Desired Brands
Public information



Reputable Makers/Desired Brands

Airfix
Alps
Angio American 
Cigarettes
Annette Himstedt
Armand Marseille
Arnold
Artbox
Atlas
Bandai
Barbie
Batco
Bensdorp
Blömer & Schuler

Boa
Bowen Design
Brio
Britains
CDC 
Chad Valley
CKO Kellermann
Corgi Toys
Crescent
Cryptozoic
Daiya
DC Direct
De Kloof
Diamond Select Toys

Dinky Toys
Distler
Elastolin
Epox
Fleer Ultra
Fleischmann
Forces of Valor
Frisia Juniores
Gama
Gely
Gentle Giant ltd
Günthermann
Hasbro
Hausser

Henk Schoenkiosk
Hermann
Heubach
Hot Toys
Huki
Ichiko
Ingap
Inworks
Jakks Pacific
Jep
JNF
Jouets Mont Blanc
Joustra
Jules Steiner

Jumeau
Käthe Kruse
King & Country
Kley & Hahn
Köhler
Kotobukiya
Lego
Lehmann
Lineol
Mamod
Maple Leaf
Märklin
Marusan
Marx

Master Replicas
Masudaya
Matchbox
Mattel
McFarlane
Mebetoys
Meccano
Mercury
Milhof
Minichamps
Miss Blanche
Modern Toys
Monty



Reputable Makers/Desired Brands

Neca
Panini
Paya
Petit Collin
Philips Bros
Polak
Polistil
Politoys
Prime 1
Red Band
Rittenhouse Archives
Rizia
Roukes & Erhart
Saalheimer & Strauss

Schildkröt
Schuco
Shirly Gum
Sideshow
SNF
Solido
Sport Virginia
Spot On
SSS Toys
Steiff
Taiyo
Tamiya
Technofix
Tekno

Terwee
TikTak
Timbre
TippCo
Topps
Toy Nomura
Toybiz
TPS
Turmac
Unica
Union
Unique Art
United Cutlery
Upper Deck

USA Poly
Vanderhout
Variant Panini
Verlinden
Vilmer
Weenenk & Snel
Weta
Wilesco
Yatama
Yone
Yonezawa



List of Unsuitable Makers or Brands

Unbranded items as well as the following brands/manufacturers are not 
considered collectable and therefore not suitable for our dedicated auctions: 

✘ Baby Born
✘ Carrera
✘ CrazyToys HK
✘ DeCool
✘ Duplo
✘ Fischertechnik
✘ Fisher-Price
✘ FurReal
✘ Hotwheels
✘ Kaygoo

✘ Lepin
✘ MegaBlocks
✘ Nerf
✘ Nikko
✘ Revell
✘ The Dinky Collection
✘ Thomas & Friends
✘ Tyco
✘ VTech
✘ Supermarket home 

brands



Condition
Our bidders look for a condition that is good enough for the items to be showcased.

● Mint - as new, unused 
(the item has no signs of use and is often still sealed in its original packaging)

Very good - barely used with minor signs of wear 🔽

Near mint - unused yet with imperfection

🔽
Good - used with some signs of wear and 
tear

🔽



Condition

🔽

Reasonable condition - mostly complete yet heavily used 
with visible traces of ageing with noticeable wear and tear 

Only items that were made before 1970 
are acceptable in a reasonable condition

Items in poor condition, heavily used with missing or damaged parts, 
are generally not desired by collectors and therefore are not suitable for our dedicated Toy 
auctions



Lot Description

To help encourage potential buyers to bid on 
your lot, you should include a detailed 
description of your object(s). This should be 
thorough and honest, and follow the guidelines 
on the next page.

Submission 
Guidelines

Potential buyers are more likely to bid on 
lots with a good description, all relevant 
information displayed clearly and, of 
course, beautiful photos.



Lot Details and Description Guidelines 
Public information

We will help you provide the key information about your lot that buyers are looking for.  You’ll find 
prepared fields for: 

● Object
● Brand
● Series - (such as Space/City/Star Wars in Lego)
● Period/year of release
● Material
● Condition
● Packaging
● Country of origin
● Length/width/height
● Scale - for some items, such as Dinky Toys, the scale is an important attribute that collectors want to know

Please make sure you provide any additional information about your toy, including a detailed description of its 
condition in the description field.



Submission 
Guidelines
Including strong photographs is key to 
catching buyers’ eyes, ensuring they bid on 
your lot.
 
Of course, buying online means potential 
bidders do not get a chance to see your lot 
in person, therefore detailed and high 
quality photographs are very important.

Public information

Photographs

To allow our experts, as well as our bidders, to 
get the right impression of an item, we require 
several high quality photos, including:

● a 360 degree view of the item 
● close-ups of important details, according 

to the guidelines on the next page  



Image Guidelines 

● The photos should show a front and rear three quarter view of the item (without box) made on a plain, neutral 
background (preferably a white background). 

● Make sure your photos only show the object(s) you want to put up for auction. 

● To present your model in the best possible and most appealing way, please avoid self portraits, bare hands or a 
distracting background and make sure the model is clean without any fingerprints or dust.

● Provide close-ups of important details such as logos or bottom, and include images of original boxes and clearly 
readable photos of the limited edition certificate if it’s available.

● If you have more than one item in a lot, please provide at least one photo with all the items together. This will 
make it clearer to the buyer what you are selling.



Thank you 


